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RADISSON COLLECTION HOTEL, WARSAW
Luxury hotel located in the exact centre of Warsaw's business district, close to both top office spaces
and must-see tourist highlights. Unique setting makes it a perfect choice for both leisure and business travellers.
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AND OPPORTUNITIES
For the meetings industry today, it is absolutely essential to know

particular destinations to hosted clients

what is happening “here and now” and how particular events and

and planners. In the post-pandemic

trends impact the behaviour of meeting participants and the

landscape this aspect has become simply

expectations of organisers. It might sound a bit trivial, but we should

essential for clients, much more

make it clear that 2019 is gone forever. To a greater or lesser extent

important than ever before.

all of us have been hit hard by recent years. Even though today

Considering all these factors, one thing

virtually all indicators are suggesting that the worst is behind the

seems to be clear - the new reality has

meetings industry and the number of new projects is on the rise,

also changed the shape and priorities

we are suddenly living in an entirely different world that often calls

of MICE events. The good news is

for a new business model or at least for a thorough redesign of the

that there are many new projects

models used earlier.
Shorter cycles of selling and producing shorter MICE events,
greater emphasis put on sustainability and legacy (due to negative

and face-to-face events are finally
making a comeback. Our inherent
human inclination to meet,

environmental impact, the approval of many corporate trips

establish new relationships and

depends on if they are considered relevant and justified) or the

travel has prevailed and keeps

noticeably more popular highly specialised events are only some

agencies busy. On the other

of the phenomena that planners nowadays need to pay attention to.

hand, like it or not, we are living in

Not to mention safety issues - not only of the sanitary kind made

highly unpredictable times of

more “popular” by the pandemic, but also resulting from the

volatility, uncertainty, complexity,

challenging geopolitical situation in numerous parts of the world.

and ambiguity (VUCA). In other

In consequence, we need flexible business partners willing to share

words, we must not forget about

risk so that losses are divided equally in case of any problems (this

the unfortunately still numerous

pertains to, for example, extending hotel booking cancellation

challenges. To remain competitive

deadlines or changing the agenda or the number of invited guests).

(and even get ahead of our competitors) and attract new clients,

Another noteworthy approach centres on wellness and obliges

we need to adapt to them as quickly as possible, and grasp and

event planners to take care of participants not only by providing

assimilate the latest trends. This is something that all of us need to

the requisite highlights, quality accommodation, and foods and

be aware of, as only in this way we stand a chance of rebuilding the

drinks, but also by guaranteeing a comfortable experience focused

industry on more secure foundations than ever before. Plus, this is

on physical and mental wellbeing. This trend directly impacts the

the most effective way of protecting our interests in – let us be

way project agendas are built. There is also no lack of material

honest - the highly demanding market of today.

expectations connected with concrete and relevant marketing,
organisational and, predominantly, financial support offered by
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THINK MICE is a magazine dedicated
to the Polish and international meetings industry
(MICE – meetings, incentives, conferences, events)
and its scope encompasses all of the segments in
question: meetings, incentive trips, congresses and
conferences. By adopting an in-depth and multifaceted approach to all covered issues, we present
the role and signiﬁcance of the industry for,
i.a. broadly deﬁned marketing communication,
employer branding and destination marketing.
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NEED TO KNOW

POLISH projects continue winning streak
at EVENTEX AWARDS
All Polish finalists of the 12th Eventex edition returned home with an award. This
year’s competition was distinguished by a record-breaking number of 606
applications submitted from 33 countries all over the world.
Among successful Polish companies and agencies, the best Green Event went
to the *Bespoke agency and its BGK Employee Day. The same agency’s One
Accenture project was ranked third in the Virtual Festival category. Live Age’s
highly-recognised People Awards 2020. Home Edition event staged for Ringier
Axel Springer Polska received two first prizes (Virtual Employee Engagement
Event and Pivot to Virtual categories) and one second prize (Community
Building & Engagement category). As the number one Incentive Agency,
MindBlowing Creative Incentive Travel proved unmatched in the Incentive
Event category, winning first prize for its Namibia – Feel the Wildness of Nature
& Real Emotions project, and second prize - for Aviva Express. Last but not
least, PWR.GG and Creative Pro secured third place in the Gamified
Experience category (Mercedes-Benz & Illuminar Gaming), while Colors of
Design triumphed in the Furniture Hire Supplier category.
Eventex Awards is the most esteemed accolade in the world of events and
experience marketing, showcasing not only top projects and products, but also

agencies, subcontractors, new technology suppliers, events venues, as well as
destinations. This year, the greatest number of awards went to US companies
(56), the Netherlands (44), and the UK (41). WINK Creative Experiential
Agency from the Netherlands proved to be the top contestant (19 awards),
followed by Italy’s Triumph Group International (13 awards), and Cheil
Germany (11 awards). MK
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Krzysztof Celuch inducted
to EIC’s Hall of Leaders
Meeting of the
Strategic Alliance of the
National Convention
Bureaux of Europe
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Staged in Lisbon on 15-16 September, the 17th
meeting of the Strategic Alliance of the National
Convention Bureaux of Europe proved once again
how important international cooperation is in the
complex world of today.
Lisbon hosted intense discussions on, among other
topics, open data and the leading role that national
destination marketing organisations play in the digital
transformation of the MICE sector. An additional
workshop covered the overall social and economic
relevance of business events and how they can have
a lasting effect on destinations, with ‘legacy’ as the
keyword.
Evelyne Bardyn of Visit Flanders and Annice
Rømer of Copenhagen Legacy, a project operating
as part of Copenhagen Convention Bureau,
facilitated the workshop and shared best practices
and methodology to measure legacy. From the
Polish perspective, the meeting in Lisbon provided
an excellent opportunity to meet face-to-face and
invite delegates to the ICCA Congress happening
in Kraków in November.
At the invitation of hosts – Portugal and Lisbon
Convention Bureau – for a change it was the
representatives of national convention bureaux who
enjoyed a tourist experience by taking a 90-minute
HIPPOtrip. The one-of-a-kind sightseeing tour
makes it possible to discover the city both by land
and water (the Tagus River) aboard a custom-built
amphibious vehicle. The route includes all the key
landmarks of the Portuguese capital, such as Belém
Tower, the Jerónimos Monastery, the Estrela
Garden, and the Praça do Comércio plaza.
In the official section of the meeting, Visit England
with Paul Black was welcomed as the latest addition
to the alliance roster. AK

Krzysztof Celuch, associate professor at Nicolaus
Copernicus University in Toruń, lecturer at Vistula
School of Hospitality, and Chief Executive Officer
of Celuch Consulting, was distinguished with one
of the meetings sector’s most prestigious
international awards by being inducted into the
Hall of Leaders of Events Industry Council (EIC).
Considered the premier recognition programme in events and recognising outstanding leaders
who have undoubtedly shaped the industry, the
Hall of Leaders is its “lifetime achievement award”.
“No matter if I look at them from the practical or
academic perspective, I always see meetings as
based on two foundations: knowledge and
creativity. I put great trust in these two factors,
trying to boost them and motivate their
continuous development. Still, there would not
be any meetings if it were not for the people
behind them. Each project I was involved in or
supported happened thanks to the dedication and
hard work of highly creative teams”, commented
Celuch.
The EIC has been running the Hall of Leaders
project since 1985 but this is the very first time
that a representative of the Polish meetings
industry was inducted. Besides Krzysztof Celuch,
the list of inductees also includes Larry Alexander

(retired president and CEO, Detroit Metro
Convention & Visitors Bureau), Sandy Biback
(founder of Meeting Professionals Against Human
Trafficking), Noor Ahmad Hamid (COO,
Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau), Bob
McClintock (Executive Vice President, ASM
Global), and Butch Spyridon (President and
CEO, Nashville Convention & Visitors Corp.).
The six inductees have joined 143 other crucial
figures that made lasting impact on the global
meetings and events industry. MK

KRAKÓW joins GDS-Index
Thanks to the efforts of its local Convention
Bureau, Kraków has joined the Global Destination
Sustainability Movement (GDS-Index).
The GDS-Index compares destinations based
on their performance in implementing sustainable policies. The evaluation uses 70 indicators divided into four key areas focused on city’s
environmental performance (climate change
commitment, air pollution levels, carbon footprint, public transport options, green areas), social progress performance (access to information,
personal safety, inclusiveness of the social progress index), supplier performance (hotels, restaurants, airports, events agencies, conference

venues, universities) and destination management performance (sustainable strategy, projects, certificates, research, reports). “We are
excited to see Kraków join the GDS-Movement
and impressed by the destination’s strong focus
on strategy and stakeholder engagement. We
are confident that being counted will bring new
direction and new goals at a local level as well”,
said Guy Bigwood, Chief Changemaker at
GDS-Movement.
The list of other participants of the GDS-Index
programme includes destinations such as Copenhagen, Glasgow, Sydney, Helsinki, Belfast,
Lyons, and Reykjavik. MK

NEED TO KNOW

Arena Gliwice’s representative
joins the European
Arenas Association board

Arena Gliwice officially has a representative on the
board of European Arenas Association (EAA) after
Konrad Kozioł, its Director of Sales and Marketing,
was elected during a voting in Luxembourg.
Founded in 1991, the EAA represents some of
the world’s most cutting-edge arenas hosting programmes with outstanding artists, productions,
sports, and corporate events, including The O2 in
London, Mercedes-Benz Arena in Berlin, and Palau Sant Jordi in Barcelona. The EAA can admit up
to three members from a single country, with Po-

land represented by Tauron Arena in Kraków and
Arena Gliwice. “While I am obviously proud of the
trust placed in me by other EEA members, this
achievement crowns all the hard work put in by
the whole Arena Gliwice team. We have spent the
last four years building together a brand and a team. The highly collaborative crew developed in
this way is distinguished by a remarkably professional approach to the whole event planning process.
It is great to see our work recognised not only at
home, but also abroad”, said Konrad Kozioł.
EAA members have an actual impact on the
development strategy of sports and entertainment venues in Europe. They participate in internal talks and make key decisions about trends
guiding the operations of most advanced arenas
worldwide. IK

Meet the new board
of MPI Poland Chapter
The new board of MPI Poland Chapter for the
2023-2025 term was elected at the Summer
Business Meeting in Katowice.
The newly formed board will be headed by
President Barbara Świderska (Dream Events), who
formerly held the post of vice-president for education.
The leadership team also includes Monika Dymacz,
Karolina Bednarz, Alexandra Kunowska, Eliza Kozica,
Karolina Niementowska, and Paulina Bochra.
According to MPI Poland Chapter representatives,
next year should be exceptionally busy for the
association, both due to continued educational
projects and new format proposals soon to be
announced. MK
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THINK INCENTIVE

ON THE TRAIL
OF SUSTAINABLE
INCENTIVE TRAVEL
About 1.5 billion international tourist arrivals were recorded in 2019, with the tourism sector of emerging and
advanced economies turning out to be the world’s fourth-largest export category. It continues to be a top priority
of the global development policy, as demonstrated by the Agenda 2030 set up by United Nations in 2015.
Can we then consider the idea of tourism as a sustainable development tool to be already happening?
Agenda 2030 is a generally accessible global development plan for
the current decade that focuses on ﬁve key aspects: people, planet,
prosperity, peace, and partnership. The resolution is intended to
integrate and activate the sectors of governments, corporations and
non-governmental organisations, also motivating changes in
broadly deﬁned tourism offer.

KEY TASKS
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Based on an analysis of United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) statistics covering the ﬁrst two quarters of 2022, data
from widely available reports, and talks with hotel operators and
subcontractors (not only from Poland, but also from Portugal, Italy,
the Czech Republic, Slovenia, the Dominican Republic and Costa
Rica, to name just a few destinations), we can conclude that the
present-day demand (including its so-called pent-up variety) is
reaching pre-pandemic levels. What this means is that while some
trends have been turned upside down, the discussed levels continue
to have a huge transformative potential and to a greater or smaller
degree bring actual changes into the lives of millions of people.
In the global world of today, for tourism to become a genuine
driving force rather than a destructive one, it is thus important to
educate clients – tourists – and organisers on sustainable tourism

and changing travel habits. The new principles follow the concepts
of sustainability, fair trade and their social and environmental
responsibilities. In practice they are fairly self-evident from the
tourist perspective: avoid exploitation when making purchasing
decisions, monitor the impact of your spending on the income of
local residents, support institutions that in the long run are
authorized to make decisions about the shape and direction of
tourism development in a given destination and, ﬁnally, choose and
support local businesses. There is no question that corporate travel
generates real-life changes in these aspects just as effectively as
leisure tourism.

GENUINE INTEREST
For several years now we have been seeing how enthusiastic
travellers and tourism suppliers are about social responsibility. We
still remember how it all began – companies eagerly handing out
pens and candies, the very ﬁrst sponsorship and CSR proposals, as
well as the somewhat shy and infrequent client queries about
various socially conscious initiatives. Back in the day, there was not
much room for them or even professional terminology that would
not sound awkward. Today, most CSR-related terms are in the
process of entering common use. Great examples are provided by

THINK INCENTIVE
issues such as proper waste and water resource management,
projects intended to make education more accessible and to develop
gender equality by acquiring professional competencies, protection
of ecosystems and biodiversity, preservation of natural and cultural
heritage, as well as increased accessibility of pharmaceutical
products and health care.
This year’s “Poles’ Eco Dilemmas” study conducted by the
Polish web portal Onet was dedicated to everyday actions taken on
water, energy, transportation, waste, food, clothing, beauty products,
and cleaning supplies. The report based on it shows that in their
own backyard, at least declaratively, Poles really are introducing
actual changes inspired by the less waste philosophy and social
concern. Also evident in Poles’ tourism behaviour, this pattern has
been acknowledged by professionals in charge of selecting and
purchasing optimal corporate travel agendas. A similar thing is also
happening in many other countries across Europe and North
America. Socially aware behaviour is becoming a part of talks with
decision makers and travel agendas; once the destination selection
process is complete, it develops into a valuable travel aspect by
becoming incorporated already at the stage of communication with
participants. In other words, instead of only talking about
sustainability, increasingly often we are ready to implement it.

CONSCIOUS INCENTIVE TRAVEL
Local activities, such as sheep shearing in New Zealand, cod ﬁshing
in Norway, jumping dance in Maasai villages or barefoot grape
stomping, have been enjoying popularity for many years now.
Conscious incentive travel goes one step further and relies on
cooperation with authorized programmes providing comprehensive
support onsite. Visiting Kenya you can spend an afternoon with
educational programme participants and, playing the role of a
student, experience the everyday school life, meet students in their
own environment, as well as learn about African fabrics and clothing
dyeing and design. This particular highlight is centred on
entertainment and does not leave a bitter aftertaste. In the evening
you enjoy a cold beer with the author of the whole enterprise, who
discusses various trials and tribulations and the programme’s micro
and macro signiﬁcance. As a way of saying ‘thank you’, you provide
ﬁnancial support by paying for the time and workshops, making it
possible to employ a local teacher for another group, repair one of the
sewing machines or arrange day care for the children of students
wishing to complete vocational training. If we also take into account
the fact that graduates can take up a job at a near-by sewing factory,
it becomes clear that socially conscious incentive travel packages can
really make change happen. Not only do they bring people together,
but they also leave a positive impact. Importantly, the trend of highquality tourism with minimized negative consequences is winning
more fans.

CLIENT EXPECTATIONS
The abovementioned Onet report features one more crucial motif
– clients today simply expect brands to get involved in building a
better world. The proactive approach of some of them has already
become highly visible for buyers, and their business transparency
makes them immune to accusations of greenwashing (“green
sheen”). Obviously, it might be hard to catch up with global leaders,
such as Patagonia, the outdoor clothing trendsetter that started
supporting eco-conscious fashion ﬁve decades ago, but more and
more companies are making attempts to follow suit. It is worth
mentioning here that on 1 July Patagonia opened the United Repair
Centre in Amsterdam, intended to not only support other brands on
the path to actual circular fashion, but also to provide training and
create jobs for newcomers in refugee backgrounds. We are seeing
growing interest in similar incentive travel components, especially
if they are a good match for the values and CSR policy of companies
investing in projects of this kind. Involvement in a concrete issue
during an incentive trip can help continue building a brand’s
positive image among its business partners, clients or employees.
While some continue to treat the discussed trend as niche,
incentive travel professionals might argue to the contrary. A case
in point is the story of a participant of a corporate trip to Cuba, who
initiated a discussion on the appropriate way of presenting gifts in
Cuba. On a web forum she asked the tour guide for advice how to
hand over gifts to avoid making the other person embarrassed by
the whole situation. This is a great proof of actual changes affecting
our attitude to the environment and people we encounter while
travelling. Regardless of the industry we represent, we should all
care about making a meaningful commitment and a symbolic effort
to build a culture of peace and mutual respect.
 Urszula Nowak

AUTHOR
URSZULA NOWAK, Head of Incentive
Travel, najs.world
As Head of Incentive Travel she is in charge of Plej’s
newly established najs.world brand responsible for
conducting and developing international incentive
travel services. Taking advantage of the 13 years she
spent in the incentive industry, Urszula is managing a
project team, co-creating unique corporate travel agendas, and implementing
select group travel components. Being experienced in working in an international
environment enables Urszula to select subcontractors and establish new
relationships in the world-friendly incentive travel spirit.
Najs.world (www.najs.world) is an organiser of corporate incentive travel. The
agency’s mission is to create incentive packages that guarantee a good time for
participants in all destination, budget and agenda combinations, and simultaneously
have a positive impact on local communities. Each of the tailor-made packages is
related to at least one of the three leitmotifs of waste management, social
awareness and nature.
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THE NEW FACE OF CONFERENCES
AND CONGRESSES
Global trends, also beyond the meetings industry, impact associations and their events. There is no doubt that in
a few years’ time conferences and congresses will be entirely different than only recently. Changes will also inﬂuence
the operations of associations, for whom events of the discussed kind constitute a vital source of income and a tool
helping attract new members.
To create the most probable vision of conferences and congresses of
the future - let us say in about 10 years - it is worth taking a closer look
at not only analyses and forecasts related to the meetings industry,
but also at everything that is happening in unrelated sectors. This
approach offers a considerably broader picture and makes it possible
to make more apt predictions. The list of crucial trends includes, i.a.
business travel and its post-pandemic shape and the simply essential
preferences concerning new methods of learning and content
consumption. Obviously, mention is also due to new technologies,
corporate social responsibility, environmentalism, and even our food
preferences, whose impact on event menus and service styles will
keep growing. And this is just a tip of the iceberg.
The trend analysis is important as it makes it possible to
understand what motivates potential audience to attend events (or
cancel their plans). Experience has shown that these reasons are
continuously changing. This is something that associations and
organisers of their ﬂagship events need to keep in mind to maintain
the attractive character of their organisations and the competitive edge
of developed events. It is enough to answer the question what inspires
people to join an association. What is their “why”, expectations and
priorities? This is why it seems absolutely necessary to rearrange the
process of securing new members so that it fully meets the one-of-akind needs of various groups of stakeholders.

WORLDWIDE TRAVEL
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The good news is that vast majority of industry professionals
unanimously agree that the number of meetings will once again be
growing year-over-year and that their attendance ﬁgures will also be
making gradual progress towards full recovery. This opinion is backed
by data presented by Global Business Travel Association (GBTA):
while in 2020 the pandemic resulted in business travel spending
decreasing from $1.4 trillion USD in 2019 to $694 trillion USD, it was

systematically growing already in 2021 when the coronavirus was still
going strong. In 2021 it reached $830 trillion USD and this year
spending on business travel (including MICE events) is expected to
reach about $1.4 trillion USD. Full recovery to pre-pandemic 2019
levels is anticipated to take place in 2024, with future spending
continuously growing to potentially reach $1.92 trillion USD in 2031.
Understandably, there is one condition: no new global crisis whose
range would resemble the recent pandemic. On the other hand, we
should keep in mind that spending level is not only affected by the
growing number of business trips, but to a large degree by higher costs
of their production. It is also important to note that some participants
will certainly choose to attend online, as the hybrid format popularized
by the pandemic is here to stay. This is something we have to accept
on economic grounds, as well as due to environmental and ecofriendly reasons. The present-day pressure on companies and
corporations to reduce their carbon footprint, also by cutting down
on business trips, is enormous. New trends emerge, such as ﬂight
shaming, which refers to the feeling of air travellers who chose to ﬂy
instead of electing greener means of transportation, especially for short
routes. On the other hand, there are numerous people who have
missed travelling and are not planning to give up on it. On the
contrary, they are actually making up for lost time and travelling more
than ever. I do not think we even have to mention the growing
awareness of the business value of face-to-face talks and relationships
built this way. In addition, trips are recognised as an additional
incentive for employees, increasingly in-demand because of staff
shortages in numerous sectors. All of this helps explain why despite
appearances to the contrary travel will keep growing. Nevertheless,
we must consider all of the abovementioned trends – both driving
forces and barriers - when working on our projects. The same thing
goes for other global development scenarios that will impact the
means, costs and quality of travelling and, correspondingly, the

THINK EVENT
meetings sector and market of associations. I am thinking here about,
i.a. the oil market situation, plans of transitioning from oil, economic
and political issues such as the expected slowdown in the Middle East,
the economic power shifting to Asia or the increasing interdependence
of particular countries and regions in the globalised world of today.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
Another megatrend that needs to be considered in reference to the
shape of future conferences and congresses involves methods of
learning and acquiring knowledge by their participants. This aspect
exerts the greatest inﬂuence on the development of content
transferred during meetings of this kind, which constitutes their very
essence along with networking.
With so-called nano learning gaining signiﬁcance, it is highly
recommended to become familiar with the concept as it introduces
much shorter and more condensed presentations, usually delivered
within a few minutes only. They focus on delivering the most
fundamental information - practical knowledge in a pill that offers
immediate beneﬁt. On the other hand, the combination of several
presentations of this kind (“training modules”) provides a broader
picture and makes it possible to acquire more general competencies,
the same way more “traditional” lectures and speeches have been
doing up to now. Besides the novelty factor, this learning method

boasts a major advantage by ensuring students stay focused and react
better to delivered content. On the other hand, organisers of onsite
conferences and congresses might not appreciate the fact that many
modules can be easily conducted online and made more effective with
multimedia and interactive features. Moreover, their short time frame
does not really motivate potential audience to attend in person. If you
are looking for examples, let us discuss the recently much-talked-about
Netﬂix generation. With streaming services becoming more popular,
their revenue is enjoying a rapid growth rate. You could not be more
wrong if you believe this phenomenon has nothing in common with
the MICE sector. After all, the discussed popularity has major
consequences for consumer behaviour, including members of the
meetings industry. It affects their preferred entertainment options,
learning and knowledge acquisition, as well as overall attitude.
Traditional TV is being replaced by content on demand available at
any given moment. This is also the expectation of conference guests,
who want to access lectures and presentations in the on-demand
mode. We need to respond and meet these expectations.
In other words, it became a necessity to provide content on
demand, available for everyone, at any moment and from any location
worldwide. Still, this approach needs to be combined with actions
intended to guarantee appropriately satisfying onsite attendance
numbers. Otherwise our response to these present-day expectations
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would have tragic consequences. When creating the abovementioned
training modules, which sooner or later will probably start playing an
increasingly prominent role at conferences and congresses, you need
to combine them so that they actually create a coherent and
comprehensive package making it possible to acquire much more
knowledge and skills than by attending even several separate online
panels. This approach requires authors of association events’ content
to put in much greater effort than ever before. In addition, we should
not forget about ‘live’ discussions and exercises after the completion
of one or several modules. First, they facilitate the process of
solidifying and consolidating the gained competencies and in thus
integrate onsite participants. Unavailable for online audience
members, they encourage them to travel and attend in person,
similarly to the frequently attractive networking side events
connected with exploring the tourist highlights of host destinations.
At the end, it is all about triggering the so-called fear of missing out
(FOMO) marketing technique, and convincing participants that only
by attending in person, rather than logging in, they will not miss out
on any important features.

POTENTIAL OF TECHNOLOGY
When analysing the shape of future association meetings and
activities, we must mention new technologies, not only in the context
of virtual and hybrid events (already covered extensively by THINK
MICE) and the implementation of virtual (VR) and augmented (AR)
reality as innovative learning tools. Many other aspects related to the
everyday operations of associations are also noteworthy. The list
includes the creation of virtual communities of members
(stakeholders), which have already become the standard, or the
implementation of online reputation management policies. In these
times of complex social media and numerous other channels (such as
inﬂuencer platforms, blogs, message boards, online rankings, chats,
etc.), associations tend to have considerably reduced visibility of

communication activities and often are unable to fully control the
opinions voiced about them. Nevertheless, the most complete
analysis of information of this kind is absolutely essential, as is
collecting data on customer behaviour at staged events. The latter
category speciﬁes sessions attracting the greatest attention, visited
exhibitor booths, time spent on particular activities or side events.
Facial recognition systems prove highly helpful for these particular
purposes. In addition, all of these solutions need to be connected with
appropriate safety measures and protection of participants’ personal
data, no longer only in the physical world but now predominantly in
the virtual world. According to the DLA Piper global law company,
between 26 January 2020 and 27 January 2021 ﬁnes imposed by
European regulators under GDPR increased by as many as 48%,
reaching the level of 158.5 million EUR. In other words, this is a
strategic aspect that needs to be taken into account.

FOOD & DRINK
Last but not least, let us take a closer look at food and drink trends. At
the top of the list we ﬁnd the increasingly important so-called
climatarian diet, whose key distinguishing feature is respect for the
natural environment. It centres on implementing new dietary habits
and choosing products that contribute to cutting down the carbon
footprint. Since most of the discussed products are local, supporting
local suppliers is also in line with the concept of corporate social
responsibility. Another key phenomenon involves event menus
moving away from meat products to offer more vegetarian or vegan
options. Alcohol consumption at events is also decreasing. Taking
heed of these tendencies makes it possible to raise the standard of
customer service aimed at association members and to proactively
respond to their expectations. While catering might not be the
number one determinant inﬂuencing the decision to join a given
association, it will certainly be noticed and plays an important role in
the context of experience customization. MK

EXPECTATIONS TOWARD ASSOCIATIONS ACROSS THE WORLD
 ASIA AND PACIFIC (APAC)
The process of building a sense of community among association members is
perceived as particularly signiﬁcant. It attracts the greatest attention and determines
any decision about joining organisations of the discussed kind. This explains why
communication places great emphasis on underlining a sense of afﬁnity and
membership built by showcasing actual beneﬁts mostly connected with networking
and raising qualiﬁcations through attending a wide range of workshops and training
sessions (many of which are in need of improvement).
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 EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA (EMEA):
Experts emphasise that associations operating in these regions often still need to
adapt to the new surrounding reality. The goal is to develop an improved proposal
and a package of concrete beneﬁts for current and future members. So-called trial
periods have also become popular, enabling everyone interested to learn more about
the proﬁts generated by joining a given association and becoming involved in its
everyday activities. Unfortunately, new features and intriguing proposals are often
missing, making associations become excessively “general” in character and therefore

not attractive enough. Today, it is particularly important to showcase all values, as
individual candidates and companies and corporations all pay special attention to
return on investment (ROI). Events staged by associations, including their ﬂagship
conferences and congresses, are pivotal here as they generate beneﬁts in the ﬁelds
of image, education and networking.
 THE AMERICAS:
Building and maintaining strong relationships between members and providing them
with full support is considered the number one foundation in North and South
America. This strategy not only boosts the motivation to join a given association, but
- what is equally important - it subsequently inspires complete and active dedication
to its mission. Developed with this very purpose in mind, the network of regional
departments (so-called chapters) helps organisations be more responsive to the local
needs of members and remain in constant contact with them. In addition, North
America features the most advanced activities connected with data collection and indepth analysis of the behaviour and preferences of association members. This
certainly helps create a more customized offer.

THINK DESTINATION

ALWAYS LOOKING
TO THE FUTURE
Ewa Kubaczyk sat down with Hoor Al Khaja, Associate Vice
President at Dubai Economy and Tourism, to discuss ways of
handling the pandemic, the strategy of attracting MICE clients,
the latest trends, and plans for the future.
The pandemic had a great influence on the tourism and MICE sector. Still,
it seems that Dubai managed to go through this difficult period relatively
unharmed… What is the reason for this state of things?
We always try to look to the future, actively respond to changes and operate
in the circumstances we were given. Dubai mostly owes its present-day
leading destination status to how we originally responded to the pandemic
outbreak. Dubai was one of the ﬁrst destinations – if not the ﬁrst one – to
quickly follow the lockdown with opening to tourism and MICE events.
Already back in 2020 domestic tourism began its recovery, while international
travel was resumed in July 2020, and business travel and events – in October.
This was a gradual process mostly because we considered the safety of
travellers to be our top priority. When we decided we are fully ready, the
opening of Expo 2020 drew close to 24 million visitors.
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Many travellers, including MICE groups, already had an opportunity to visit
Dubai. What is the emirate’s new proposal intended to attract successive
tourists? What new products and highlights do you offer?
We are proud of how effectively Dubai took advantage of the pandemic period
by managing to implement numerous projects culminating in the launch of
brand-new tourist highlights. Let us start with Museum of the Future, which
was opened in February 2022. Another highly recommended highlight, Deep
Dive Dubai became available for booking in July 2022 as the world’s deepest
diving pool (60 metres) guaranteed to provide an out-of-this-world experience
for all diving enthusiasts. Next on the list, Ain Dubai is the world’s largest and
tallest observation wheel, twice as tall as London Eye. Another new highlight,
the View at the Palm observation dock offers a breathtaking panorama of
Palm Jumeirah and the whole of Dubai. Importantly, all of them were opened
to the public last year. Other major investments were made in hotels, with the
local infrastructure considerably expanding. For example, there were about
741 hotels operating in Dubai in 2019, while today their number exceeds 770.
In other words, we are talking about many new venues targeting different
market segments. The most recent projects are somewhat related with Expo
2020 and, crucially, will help cement its legacy. Immediately after the
exposition’s wrap-up, its whole area was transformed into the District
2020 legacy area, which will feature ofﬁces, housing and leisure facilities
co-creating a district described as a human-centric smart city. It will also

involve a highly ﬂexible event and exhibition area of close to
45,000 m2, perfect for staging MICE events and available for
easy arrangement.
Speaking of the MICE industry… What efforts is the
Department of Economy and Tourism (DET) making to
boost the attractiveness of Dubai’s offer strictly aimed at
business travellers and the meetings sector?
The MICE industry is exceptionally signiﬁcant for us due to
its direct impact on the tourism and hotel sectors. But this is
not the only reason – after all, the discussed industry combines
numerous various sectors of economy and is thus reﬂected in
changes affecting Dubai. At DET we greatly appreciate MICE
industry’s inﬂuence on the emirate’s economy, for example,
on its technological growth and innovations. We are highly
aware of the connection between meetings and all of these
areas. As I have mentioned before - we tend to act quickly and
this is also true in this case. We respond to the latest trends.
Until recently, DET (at the time known as Dubai Department
of Tourism and Commerce Marketing - Ed.) has encompassed

two units, separately dealing with issues of tourism and economy. At the end
of last year they were merged to create Dubai Economy and Tourism. In this
way we formally conﬁrmed the relationship between the two ﬁelds. Leisure
tourism, incentive travel and events are now all under the same roof, and we
work together as one team. Successive activities and investments are also
following this direction. Dubai Business Events, the city’s ofﬁcial convention
bureau, provides services aimed at each MICE sector, developing offers
matched to individual needs and identifying appropriate destinations and
highlights.
Do these strategies pay attention to the latest trends, such as sustainability
or legacy focus?
Of course. We not only secure events by offering services and destinations; our
decisions are also made with social advantages in mind. I am referring here to
market growth, investments, and innovations. We recognise the immense
signiﬁcance of these operations, especially in the light of changes happening in
the post-pandemic market. I am not only talking about safety standards, since
the pandemic has also changed the demographic proﬁle of tourists. We have
grown accustomed to remote work and it became easier to imagine business
combined with relaxation. We are also trying to respond to these needs by, for
example, introducing new type of business visas.
When monitoring client behaviour we focus on activities that involve
sustainability, placing special emphasis on the social and environmental aspects
of tourism. Why is that? Because tourists are showing increased awareness in
their travelling decisions and select destinations demonstrating environmental
and social consciousness. We have recognised this trend and are now
responding to it. Dubai World Trade Centre is a great example as one of the
region’s largest event complexes boasting solar rooftop technology. In addition,
organisers of all types of trade shows and events collaborate with food banks to
reduce food product waste. Dubai Can, another sustainaibility-centred
government initiative, attempts to reduce plastic consumption. At our DET
ofﬁce we are no longer using single-use bottles and fully transitioned to
reﬁllable water bottles available throughout the whole city. These are just a few
examples.
As part of the sustainability strategy, our team also cooperate with hotels,
rewarding venues making best use of the discussed practices.
We know that to remain a top-of-mind destination we need to continue all
efforts aimed at reducing tourism’s negative environmental impact. And we
are glad to do it.
By 2025 Dubai will be hosting numerous prestigious events. Could you tell
us a bit more about your event schedule in the coming months?
We already host the top ﬁve of Middle East’s most important events - the ATM
trade show, the GITEX Global tech show, the Gulfood trade for the food and
beverage industry, the Big Five construction industry event, and Dubai Air
Show 2023. We seek to enhance this potential – it is our goal to reach the level
of 400 events by 2025 and expand the portfolio with premium events not only
in our region, but also worldwide.

Taking into account the numbers recorded in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2022 (almost 4 million visitors, including 1.78 in
March alone - Ed.), we have a solid foundation to become a
leading tourist destination, also for the MICE segment.
Obviously, this will require a lot of work, but we are absolutely
sure that these goals are within our reach.
 Ewa Kubaczyk

HOOR AL KHAJA
Associate Vice President at Dubai Economy and Tourism
convention bureau responsible for Dubai’s branding,
promotion and marketing. Bachelor of Science in business
administration, economics and ﬁnance at American
University of Sharjah. Gained experience as senior
research analyst of strategy and policy at UAE’s Prime
Minister Ofﬁce. With DET (formerly known as Discover
Department of Economy and Tourism) since 2013, she
started as strategy associate, spent ﬁve years at Overseas
Ofﬁces and now works for International Operations.
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RADISSON COLLECTION
HOTEL, WARSAW
A LUXURY HOTEL LOCATED IN THE EXACT CENTRE OF WARSAW’S BUSINESS DISTRICT, CLOSE
TO BOTH TOP OFFICE SPACES AND THE GREATEST TOURIST HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CAPITAL,
INCLUDING THE OLD TOWN AND MANY CULTURAL VENUES. THIS UNIQUE SETTING MAKES
IT A PERFECT CHOICE FOR BOTH LEISURE AND BUSINESS TRAVELLERS.

As recently as September 2022, business
partners, friends, and guests joined the
Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw team to
celebrate the 20th anniversary of the hotel. Its
history dates back to two decades ago, when
Radisson SAS Centrum Warszawa welcomed
ﬁrst guests in 24 Grzybowska Street, in the
very centre of the city and in vicinity of some
of its most important business locations and
must-see tourist attractions. 17 years later,
the hotel’s rebranding resulted in its name
being updated to Radisson Collection Hotel,
Warsaw and in numerous other changes. In
fact, it marked the emergence of an entirely
different product – Radisson Collection’s
only property in Poland, the luxury lifestyle
collection’s ﬂagship hotel not only in the
country, but also in the whole of Europe.
What exactly does it offer consist of?

COMPLETE MAKEOVER
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In a nutshell, the hotel guarantees an amazing
experience, but let us talk facts. 282 rooms
and 27 suites underwent a makeover after

ﬁve months of extensive renovation and all
feature a wide range of amenities. Room décor
has been additionally complemented with
premium motifs providing them with an
unquestionably distinct and one-of-a-kind
character. In addition, romantic panoramic
views of the city will certainly enchant all guests staying in the top ﬂoor rooms.
Lobby, reception area and onsite restaurants have also undergone renovation, with
the latter adopting a brand-new, local-themed concept and new names inspired by
Esperanto. The Spot Restaurant & Bar (offering seasonal a la carte menu), private dining
area often booked for corporate dinners, and
the Tago breakfast restaurant are all highly
recommended. Besides amazing buffets, guests in Tago can also explore breakfast a la
carte menu that includes both Polish favourites and international delicacies, with avocado toast as a genuine highlight. The menu
is based on top-quality fresh ingredients
straight from local suppliers. All of this makes the breakfast offer, along with the whole

culinary concept of the hotel, particularly
highly appreciated by everyone staying at
Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw.
Guests are equally enthusiastic about the
Heart Gym & Wellness ﬁtness centre boasting a swimming pool, a two-level gym, an
exercise room, massage rooms, two saunas
and jacuzzi. Onsite personal training and
group classes round off the offer.

STRONG MICE OFFER
The Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw
package will be particularly appreciated by
business travellers and decision makers responsible for all types of MICE events.
Regardless of if they wish to stage a major
event, a gala, a corporate meeting, a conference, a congress, or simply a get-together,
the team of hotel specialists will help plan
and comprehensively develop the whole
undertaking so that it delivers an exceptional experience long remembered by all attendees. As a matter of fact, this approach
is in line with the hotel group’s global

policy expressed by the Radisson Meetings
concept, exclusively dedicated to the
meetings industry and following the theme
of “Every Moment Matters”.
The conference centre of Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw also underwent
a complete renovation in 2021 and encompasses a spacious foyer and eight rooms of
total event space of 591 m2. All set on the
ﬁrst ﬂoor, they offer free high-speed Wi-Fi,
individually controlled air-conditioning,
and a state-of-the-art multimedia system.
Moreover, smaller rooms can be combined
to host up to 400 participants. A four-level
underground parking garage is available for
all drivers, along with four electric car charging hubs.
The highly impressive ballroom enchants
visitors with its décor and height of 5.5 m.
A high-end audio system will meet the
expectations and needs of organisers of
even the most demanding and logistically
challenging events, making the ballroom
an unmatched option.
We also need to mention the recently
opened Executive Lounge. Launched in
September 2022, it is highly recommended
for work and meetings, both of the business
and private kind. It includes breakfast,
lunch, dinner, sweet and savory snacks, as
well as alcoholic beverages from 6 PM on,
along with a conference room and a choice

of daily newspapers. The lounge is available
for guests staying in Junior Suites, Suites,
Presidential Suite, and Executive Rooms on
the ninth ﬂoor.

HYBRID WORLD
We are all perfectly aware of the fact that
the pandemic hit the MICE industry particularly hard. Still, its impact is especially
apparent in the currently dominating
trends. For example, numerous restrictions
and lockdowns boosted the popularity of
using new technologies, also for staging virtual and hybrid meetings, which most probably are here to stay. Recognizing these
changes, the Radisson group introduced into its offer solutions making it possible to
 RADISSON

effortlessly produce such formats, also in
Warsaw. As a result, decision makers opting
for Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw have at their disposal reliable help and support in staging online events of any kind
– from hybrid meetings set in different locations to live event broadcasting.
These are just some examples of a much
longer list of arguments in favour of Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw. Importantly,
the hotel enjoys deserved recognition
among guests and was distinguished by numerous international awards, including the
meetings industry’s seminal World Luxury
Hotel Awards in the categories of Luxury
City Hotel, Luxury Lifestyle Hotel, and
Hotel of the Year 2022 – Poland. MK

COLLECTION HOTEL, WARSAW

Contact: ul. Grzybowska 24, 00-132 Warszawa
tel.: +48 22 321 8888, e-mail: info.warsaw@radissoncollection.com
www.radissonhotels.com/pl-pl/hotele/radisson-collection-warsaw-centrum

Rooms and suites: 309
Food and drink: The Spot bar and
restaurant, Nokto restaurant, Tago
restaurant (breakfasts), catering services
MICE OFFER
8 fully-equipped conference rooms (total
event space: 591 m2), separate ballroom,

business centre, Executive Lounge,
professional event planning consulting
and support
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Heart Gym & Wellness ﬁtness centre with
a swimming pool, a two-level gym,
an exercise room, massage rooms, and
two saunas, a parking garage
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Willing to face
any challenges
Marco Eichhorn, General Manager, Radisson Collection Hotel, Warsaw,
talked with us about the effects of the property’s renovation and took an indepth look at the MICE industry and its emerging trends.
As a top General Manager of the Radisson Group and a person who
supervised the whole project, what is your opinion today about the
outcome of the thorough renovation and rebranding of Radisson’s
Warsaw property completed three years ago?
The renovation of Radisson Collection’s Warsaw hotel was another challenge
during my 23 years career within the Radisson Hotel Group. The project was
launched in December 2018 and re-opened on 17 May 2019, just before the
pandemic outbreak. Unfortunately in 2020-2021 we were all forced to confront
a brand-new reality. Working with limited human resources and restrictions related
to travelling and organising conferences and MICE events – all of these factors
prevented us from building a strong market presence at the right time.
Nevertheless, we were always trying to identify opportunities to gain competitive
advantage, even in these challenging times. This is why we were the ﬁrst ones to
promote hybrid and virtual meetings, to offer rooms for remote working, or to
introduce the Radisson Hotels Safety Protocol focused on in-depth and cleanliness
and disinfection.
Still, 2022 is the ﬁrst year in which we can actually assess the renovation’s
outcome. Thanks to the makeover we not only became Radisson Collection’s only
Poland-based hotel and the chain’s ﬂagship property in the country, but also one of
the top ﬁve-star hotel in Warsaw and a trendsetter. For this reason alone I am
absolutely conﬁdent that the re-branding was a necessary and vital step in
developing the Radisson brand in Poland and the CEE region. In addition, we have
successfully developed a MICE offer that's hits many needs.
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On this note, how crucial is the meetings industry for your operations and
those of the hotel as a whole?
We are all aware of MICE industry’s key role in hotel operations. After all,
conferences or other event categories are not limited to booking meeting space,
but also involve a wide range of additional services. Their list includes
accommodation for attendees, professional equipment rental, Food and Beverage,
parking, and many other options. And all of these apply to Radissson Collection
Hotel, Warsaw that boasts eight modern and upscale conference rooms, including
a ballroom with capacity of 400 participants. It is worth noting that the majority
of our rooms come with panoramic windows providing stunning views of bustling
Warsaw and are equipped with state-of-the-art audio-visual systems. Additionally,
we've just introduced the online booking tool which allows guests to directly book
events from our hotel website. Convenient central setting in the vicinity
of business centres make us a perfect venue for staging business meetings and a
great choice for all business travellers. After two years of the pandemic, the MICE
sector is becoming noticeably more active, which bodes well for the future.

With the popularity of new technologies on the rise due to
the pandemic, virtual and hybrid events are also staged
more and more often. The offer of Radisson Collection
Hotel, Warsaw includes prime-rate solutions aimed at
producing meetings of this kind. Do you believe that online
meetings can – at least partially – reduce the motivation to
attend onsite events?
I am convinced that new technologies, making it possible to
produce virtual and now predominantly hybrid meetings, will not
decrease the number of in-person conferences. On the contrary,
the two categories complement each other perfectly to generate
improved attendance and help reach a wider audience. This
explains our extensive related offer, expanded as part of the
Radisson Meetings project. We see that our clients are enthusiastic
about meeting face-to-face, as human beings are social creatures
by nature. On the other hand, certain objective factors might
sometimes prevent potential participants from traveling to attend
a given event in person. This is where new technologies and virtual
reality come in to save the day. High electricity prices might also
make corporations reconsider the introduction of remote
working, which is already being talked about. This is why need to
be prepared to handle the potentially growing interest in virtual
and hybrid projects.
While an attractive offer is obviously important, it is the
people capable of implementing that matter most. Can
you tell us a bit more about your team at Radisson
Collection Hotel, Warsaw?
Indeed, no hotel can exist without people. I am perfectly aware
that dedicated employees are absolutely crucial for achieving
success. I am lucky in that regard as our team is created by
exceptionally experienced and qualiﬁed professionals bound
together by strong relationships. We should keep in mind that
communication and observation skills are also essential in the hotel
industry. This is why we seek to continuously develop also in these
areas. I am very proud of our team members and appreciate how
they contributed to the success of the hotel that was recently
awarded the title of Radisson chain’s top Polish property of 2022
and global award of Luxury Lifestyle Hotel of the Year 2022.

Much more than cinema
The modern seat of the European Film Center CAMERIMAGE will be built in Toruń by the end
of 2025! Home of the most important ﬁlm event in Poland – the EnergaCAMERIMAGE
International Film Festival. The ﬁnal shape of the facility, which will serve not only to the art
of ﬁlm, should be known in January 2023. The Center designed by the renowned Austrian
architectural ofﬁce Baumschlager Eberle Lustenau will be completed, according to the
schedule, by the end of 2025.
European Film Center CAMERIMAGE will be one of Poland's most modern congress facilities.
The investment cost is 130 million $, of which 85 million $ is a grant from the Ministry of
Culture and National Heritage, and 45 million $ is a contribution from the City of Toruń.
European Film Center CAMERIMAGE will operate throughout the year in many ﬁelds of culture
and business. In the seat of the institution, next to a signiﬁcant cultural and congress hall for
over 1,500 people, there will also be a Market Space, a Cinema House (3 screening rooms,
including one IMAX large-format cinema room), an Art Gallery devoted to audiovisual arts, an
Education Center and a Film Studio.

See you at ECFC in 2025!
/ecfcamerimage
/ecf_camerimage
/ecfcamerimage

inwestycja.ecfcamerimage.pl
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RADISSON BLU SOBIESKI
HOTEL, WARSAW
DISTINGUISHED BY A PRESTIGIOUS AMBIANCE AND AN OUTRIGHT ROYAL CHARACTER RETAINED
DESPITE BEING ONE OF THE CITY’S LARGEST HOTELS, RADISSON BLU SOBIESKI HOTEL, WARSAW IS
AN UNQUESTIONABLE LANDMARK OF THE CAPITAL, FOR YEARS ATTRACTING GUESTS WITH ITS
EXTENSIVE OFFER, SPLENDID CUISINE, AND ADVANCED MICE INFRASTRUCTURE.
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A key and obvious distinguishing feature of
Radisson Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw
involves its backstory and corresponding
high recognition. Designed by Wolfgang
Triessing and Maciej Nowicki, the venue
was opened to the public in 1991. At the
time it was known as Hotel Jan III Sobieski,
commemorating the Polish monarch and
outstanding commander made famous by
the triumphant Battle of Vienna fought
against the Ottoman Empire in 1683. With a
shape inspired by corner tenement buildings
and topped with a distinct dome, the highly
colourful building quickly became one of
Warsaw’s landmarks recognised both by
local residents and visiting guests.
In spite of many changes and upgrades,
the hotel has successfully preserved its royal
character up this day, attracting attention
with its monumental architecture, interior
design, and emphasis on comfort. Add to
this the onsite restaurants, guaranteed to
satisfy even the most demanding gourmets,
and extensive conference infrastructure and

you can see why this is an exceptionally
attractive property with a great environment
for work and relaxation.

CONVENIENT LOCATION
Speaking of work, it is worth mentioning
that the hotel boasts an outright perfect
setting in the bustling business area of
Warsaw, close to the EXPO XXI Warszawa
conference centre and some of the capital’s
top tourist must-sees. The country’s largest
Warszawa Centralna railway station (1.2 km)
and the international Chopin Airport
(6.5 km) are also within convenient distance.
Radisson Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw
is home to 452 comfortable and highly
functional rooms and suites. All designed
with a meticulous attention to detail, they
offer comfort and convenience providing a
perfect space to relax after a busy day. The list
of high-quality amenities includes free highspeed Wi-Fi, LCD TV, air conditioning,
work desk, minibar, and coffee and tea
facilities. Corporate event planners will be

certainly glad to learn that the hotel offers an
above-average number of twin rooms.
Besides the cozy Standard rooms, guests
can choose from among Superior rooms,
spacious Premium rooms, and suites. The
latter category includes Junior Suites featuring separate sleeping and living areas and
lavish Royal Suites with the most spacious
surroundings, a highly comfortable bedroom, and remarkable views of Warsaw. Mention is also due to Family Rooms with
a king-size bed, a sofa bed, and two ﬂat-screen televisions. Finally, a ﬁtness centre guarantees the ﬁnest equipment for endurance
and strength training, along with a wide range of massages.
The hotel features two restaurants. The
expansive breakfast buffet at the Marysieńka
offers a genuine feast of regional ﬂavours.
Highly popular with guests, the venue is also
available for booking for private events
and meetings. The Trylogia restaurant’s
extensive menu is based on a frequently
original and modern approach to merging

Polish and international cuisine. All of this
in warm interiors distinguished by soft
lighting, wooden motifs, and lively colours.

EVENTS AND
CONFERENCES
Radisson Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw is also,
or rather most of all, a robust location
for events and conferences. Importantly, the
property’s dedicated team of in-house
experts has extensive experience in organising virtually all types of MICE events
– from intimate business meetings and
training sessions for small groups, through
standard conferences and congresses, to the
most spectacular corporate events. Over the
years, the hotel hosted numerous concerts,
galas, product launches, fashion shows, and
a wide range of informative and educational
events.
Its offer involves as many as 18 meeting
rooms with total event space exceeding
1,400 m2. The most spectacular Grand Ballroom of 870 m2 accommodates 600 guests
alone. One of the capital’s largest spaces of
this kind, it is also distinguished by a highly customizable character. With state-of-the-art multimedia technology, free Wi-Fi,
individually steered lighting, customized
catering options, and experienced and helpful staff, customers can rest easy knowing
that everything is planned down to the

smallest details and that their event will be
a resounding success. Making it possible to
automatically digitalize handwritten notes,
the innovative DigiChart technology is an
intriguing feature for all participants of business meetings, who can say goodbye to traditional pens and notebooks. Guests will
also certainly appreciate the impressive
number of parking spots in an underground
garage.

RELEVANT TRENDS
Clients today place increasing emphasis on
environmental issues, which attract the attention of both planners and participants
of MICE events. The good news is that Radisson Hotel Group automatically offsets
the carbon footprint of all conferences and
 RADISSON

events hosted by participating properties
worldwide, free of charge to the client. For
this purpose, as part of the Radisson Meetings programme, Radisson partnered up
with First Climate, which offers one of the
most extensive carbon offset portfolios.
The calculated carbon footprint is thus offset through supporting projects combatting climate change and having a positive
sustainable development contribution.
Last but not least, everyone who decides
to bring their events to Radisson Blu
Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw can count on
ﬂexible booking options, active procedures
on enhanced cleaning and disinfection
guidelines, as well as support in developing
hybrid and virtual events. MK

BLU SOBIESKI HOTEL, WARSAW

Contact: Plac Artura Zawiszy 1, 02-025 Warszawa, tel.: +48 22 579 1000
e-mail: info.sobieski.warsaw@radissonblu.com
www.radissonhotels.com/pl-pl/hotele/radisson-blu-warsaw-sobieski

Rooms and suites: 452
Food and drink: Trylogia bar and
restaurant, Marysieńka restaurant
(breakfast buffet), catering services
MICE OFFER
18 fully-equipped conference rooms (total

event space: 1,450 m2), Ballroom
(870 m2), business centre, professional
event planning consulting and support
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
ﬁtness centre (endurance and strength
training equipment, massages), parking
garage
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Cementing
our position
Pascal Gadet, General Manager, Radisson Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw, talked
with us about his plans related to taking up the new position, the Polish MICE
offer, and the increasingly prominent ESG initiatives.
You have been recently appointed as a General Manager of Radisson
Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw. What are your goals related to the new
position and what are the challenges it entails?
Well, I arrived only weeks ago in our legendary hotel and the long-standing
historical excellent reputation and authenticity of this landmark struck me
immediately. We shall build on these aspects to further cement our strong
market position. In this respect I have good news as we are planning to give
our façade an upgrade and a new look and feel, this should be realized before
the start of next summer! Off course we face the well-known challenges like
everyone else at the moment but will carefully balance increased pricing with
guest expectations and quality service levels. In this exercise we most
importantly should retain our credibility.
You have over 30 years of experience in the hotel industry – not only
in Europe, but also in the Middle East, North Africa and West Asia.
Based on your experience and industry knowledge, how do you want
to develop the Radisson Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw offer? What is
your vision and view of this hotel in terms of its business model?
In a way, a continuation of the previous question. But let me say that Radisson
Blu Sobieski Hotel, Warsaw offers a large and varied portfolio of room types,
including suites and apartments. We can cater for each and every segment
from individuals to business or leisure groups. You could almost call us a
‘chameleon of segmentation’. Furthermore, our versatile Meeting and Event
spaces are well sought after. They are perfect for conferences, exhibitions
and particularly incentives combining work & play. Let’s not forget social
events… this is underlined by the great reputation of our cuisine. I would also
like to highlight our human capital of dedicated individuals with an eye for
detail and our signature YES I CAN spirit. Our team will make you feel the
real difference. That is why we beneﬁt from a substantial amount of repeat
clientele. We offer real value for money in a rather unique building with its
own cozy ambiance!
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What is your opinion about Warsaw, and the whole of Poland, as a
tourist destination and a host of MICE events? How would you rate it?
I loved this clean and green city at ﬁrst glance. The rest of Poland I seek to
explore but I think this country has a lot to offer and has still quite a bit of
unexplored touristic territory. The cost of living is attractive for anyone visiting.

Poland can be proud of its wide scope of destinations and
attractions and would beneﬁt from increased marketing of its
true assets.
All of these factors are of huge importance for MICE
planners, especially today when they seek to bring their events
to safe and reliable destinations. This country can certainly
deliver this added value along with ﬁrst-rate modern
infrastructure and professional agencies and subcontractors.
Going back to our hotel, we have a particularly interesting
location as it is close enough to all things happening but still has
a stand-alone and private location.
Recently, all initiatives related to environmental considerations and corporate social responsibility have been
booming in the meetings industry. What do Radisson
group properties, including Radisson Blu Sobieski
Hotel, offer their customers in this field?
Yes, we cooperate with First Climate in terms of offsetting
the carbon footprint when a meeting or event is booked.
Furthermore, we avoid plastic at every junction and focus on
waste separation and waste control as a whole. At our hotel
we believe in sustainability; for example, our cuisine reﬂects
the S.O.L. concept of Seasonal, Organic and Local ingredients
wherever possible. Lastly, we will be piloting the green
housekeeping projects soon in some of our hotels, watch this
space!

PROFILE
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EVENT PLANNING
IS ABOUT BEING ABLE
TO EXPRESS MYSELF
AFTER ALMOST TWO DECADES OF CAREER IN MEETINGS AND HUNDREDS OF PRODUCED EVENTS,
MELISSA SOTO, MEETING PLANNER AT LENNOX INTERNATIONAL, MANAGED TO EXPLORE
EVERYTHING THAT IS GOOD AND BAD ABOUT THE INDUSTRY. NEVERTHELESS, SHE MAKES IT NO
SECRET THAT SHE CONTINUES TO FIND HER WORK HIGHLY REWARDING. ON THE ONE HAND,
IT INVOLVES NUMEROUS POSITIVE EXPERIENCES; ON THE OTHER HAND, IT INSPIRES YOU TO
SHAPE YOUR CHARACTER AND KEEP LEARNING.

iMelissa states upfront that to be satisﬁed with your career you ﬁrst
have to realize that not all things in the MICE industry go as planned.
Quoting Winston Churchill who once said that “A pessimist sees the
difﬁculty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in
every difﬁculty”, she perceives these challenging days as a great
opportunity to learn and improve your skills: “During these times
I have learned to really focus on the needs and set priorities, to roll
out the red carpet and experiment with new ideas. I cannot do what
I did during the good times and expect the same results. It is the
struggle that creates champions, as well as keeping up with the
changing needs and expectations. By working on myself, improving
and achieving small goals, I can create patterns of success”.
Melisa’s highly professional approach is certainly acknowledged
by the MICE community. She is the recipient of 2021 Smart
Meetings Planner of the Year and 2022 Smart Women in Meetings:
Industry Leader. What is her secret? Let us take a look at the long
way she came on the path towards her current position.

Getting to know the industry
Growing up in the small town of Staatsburg in the Hudson Valley
region (New York State), Melissa’s dream job as a child was to become
a computer programmer. This was a dream that could never come
true though, as she quickly discovered her passion for people, the
whole big world waiting to be explored, and travel. It is the reason

why she spent a lot of time in The Culinary Institute of America
– a genuine melting pot that was close to a place where she lived – to
chat with her friends or meet people from all over the world and learn
about highly diverse customs and cultures.
At the very beginning of her career she had her ﬁrst contact with
meetings. In 2005-2012 she worked on event production, ﬁrst
for Prestiege Caterers and Event Planners, then as marketing
& development coordinator at Richmond Community Services
Foundation and as special event coordinator at Green Chimney. She
recognises this period as a valuable learning experience: “I found that
each company has contributed so much to my overall development
and success. I spent some time in the hotel industry, ﬁrst as a banquet
server, a banquet manager and ﬁnally as a catering sales manager.
This has been invaluable in being on the planning side. I believe it
gives me a better understanding of what may or may not work and
why”. On the other hand, Melissa admits she was increasingly
interested in branching out into an independent meeting planner.
To expand her competencies, she obtained a Fundraising &
Philanthropy Certiﬁcate from the New York University while still
working at Richmond Community Services Foundation.

Starting a business
Melissa successfully pursued the goal of kick-starting an entirely
independent career. Before jumping into owning a “real” meeting
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rescheduling their calendar or taking them online. During the
planning company, she tested the waters by running a small
pandemic she went virtual for Lennox International’s roadshow and
business. Raising and releasing white doves at family events,
national sales meeting. Serving on the SITE Board of Directors as
I DOVE YOU was founded by Melissa back when she was living on
Vice President of Events, and in 2021 as Vice President of Strategy,
a farm and raising six kids (interestingly, each of them worked in
Melissa produced numerous online industry meetings aimed at
the business for a brief time). After this venture proved successful,
members of SITE’s Texas chapter. This period was distinguished by
in 2012 Melissa Soto Inc. was born and focused exclusively on
a huge demand for virtual meetings,
staging events and conferences.
as companies operating on the MICE
Things were tough at the beginning
market wanted to ﬁnd out what the
as Melissa was operating her new
new reality meant to them and how
project outside of NYC, the number
MELISSA SOTO
they could adapt: “In 2020 during
one business hub of the whole region.
COVID-19 I was instrumental in
This fact considerably limited her
Grew
up
in
the
small
town
of
Staatsburg
(New
York
State).
starting a study group for people who
options of securing new customers. In
In 2005-2008 worked at Prestiege Caterers and Event
wanted to sit for the SITE Global
spite of all, Melissa was staying busy
Planners as caterers sales director, in 2007-2008 at
Richmond Community Services Foundation as marketing
CITP exam. We met weekly to discuss
as she owned a stafﬁng company that
& development coordinator. Next, she coordinated special
the SITE Global chapters to prepare
had a couple of accounts for private
events at Green Chimneys. In 2014 joined Torchmark
for the exam. The book club format
schools in neighbouring states. The
Corporation where she stayed until 2017 as convention &
meeting manager. Ever since 2017 a member of the Lennox
worked well and gave us all more
accounts allowed her to plan and run
International team as meeting planner. Recipient of 2021
insight
into all aspects of the MICE
their events, as well as staff them.
Smart Meetings Planner of the Year and 2022 Smart Women
in Meetings: Industry Leader. In 2020 VP of Events on the
industry”.
Two years later she opened an
SITE Texas BOD, in 2021 VP of Strategy. Melissa spends her
Today, the relatively favourable
entirely new chapter by moving to
free time with friends and family. She enjoys travel,
pandemic situation worldwide is a
Texas, where in 2014 she joined the
photography and reading.
reason to believe that the worst is
Torchmark Corporation team as their
already behind us and that we can
convention & meeting manager. She
expect even more face-to-face meetings
spent four years there supervising all
to make a quick recovery. Melissa is positive that not only the number
types of training sessions and schooling other staff members. Since
of live meetings will remain unchanged (this is already happening),
2017 Melissa has been working for Richardson-based Lennox
they will actually be coming back stronger than ever: “People just
Industries, a provider of home heating, air-conditioning and cooling
want to be able to celebrate in person, travel and be a part of something
products.
bigger. They see more value in live events than they ever have. Lennox
went back to live meetings in February of 2022 and it is exciting and
inspiring to see attendees interact with each other after a two-year
hiatus”. At the same time, she emphasises that for events to fully come
back we need to restore the conﬁdence of participants and ensure
comfortable conditions. This is why safety issues should remain a vital
As a meeting planner Melissa sources, plans and executes national
component. Preparedness and crisis management should be the two
sales meetings, roadshows and incentive award trips: “My work day
most essential things for event planning. What it means in practice is
is never the same, which is what I love most about it”. She also admits
that planners ought to consider various scenarios for their events,
that what she ﬁnds particularly satisfying is the awareness that her
including their cancellation, postponement and relocation. They also
corporate events motivate dealers to work even harder because they
need to provide a fast and appropriate response to the changing
want to attend the next year’s edition: “It is one of the biggest
conditions and circumstances not to generate any losses for event
compliments I can get. It has always been my goal to be known as
participants and entities involved in their production. This is
a creator of the best event experiences for all the participants”.
particularly important now that the MICE and tourism sectors are
Before the pandemic Melissa organized and planned 12 Lennox
slowly recovering from what was probably the greatest crisis in
International events per year. The coronavirus-related crisis forced
history: “We need to remain mindful of the people who work in the
a change in the approach to event marketing and, correspondingly,
tourism industry and understand that changes in the industry directly
inﬂuenced the character of Melissa’s work. In the last two years she
affect individuals who depend on tourism. These businesses need your
was dedicating most of her time to negotiating fees for cancellation
support more than ever”.
of events (this is where the industry relationships came into play),

Events are coming back stronger
than ever
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Customization, experiences,
destinations
Still, meeting organisational requirements seems a triﬂe compared
to the eternal challenge faced by all planners - making their events
engaging and unforgettable. In recent years meeting planners were
trying to outdo each other by coming up with most interesting,
beneﬁcial and surprising event concepts. What is the situation going
to look like in the future? In the case of the US market, often
recognised as a benchmark for the rest of the world, Melissa has been
seeing three upcoming trends that might dominate the MICE
industry in the nearest future, starting with more customization and
unique experiences: “To achieve customization, we must learn more
about the participants’ interests while also allowing their schedule to
be updated at all times. This should be a part of all aspects of the
stay, from food to activities in which they participate. They value
and appreciate when a service, experience, tour, hotel or activity is
specially designed for them. Therefore, it is important that each stay
provides something unique, and it is not only about the activities
they can enjoy, but about allowing them to feel transformed by the
end of the trip”. The third trend involves a rise of so-called
secondary destinations that replace events staged in their wellknown major counterparts. In addition to the novelty factor, they
often offer a better value for money compared to world-famous city
destinations.
While she is keeping up with all trends, Melissa also continues to
look for other ideas that will make her brand projects increasingly
attractive. She believes that to stage an unforgettable and exciting
event you ﬁrst need to be familiar with the industry and aware of
the needs and expectations of your target group, and then create
matching event experiences, thinking outside of the box whenever
possible.
It is no exaggeration to say that this last component in particular
does not pose any problems for Melissa, who is distinguished by
a remarkably creative personality fond of challenges. She admits
that she is passionate about being able to express herself and
showing her creative side by, for example, entering contests that
challenge her (as a result, she has 6 published cards with Hallmark
and a jewellery bead from Wallmart & Hallmark that was put into
production a few years ago). Working on event concepts, she ﬁnds
inspiration everywhere. Melissa also attends MICE meetings to
keep up with the trends and see how other professionals handle
events. In addition, she gets inspiration from those around her and
in everyday life: “I may see something I think is cool and then take
it to the extreme to come up with a great idea”. Still, it is the
destinations that create the most precious treasury of ideas and
inspirations. For Melissa drawing on the destination and culture is

where an experience really comes to life. Submerging attendees in
the destination through activities, gifts and all it has to offer creates
a one-of-a-kind experience that often cannot be duplicated
anywhere else. It is what participants will remember for a long time
and what keeps them coming back.
 Irena Krzyżewska
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GRÜEZI OR CUSTOMIZED ESG
I have spent recent months living the green life. Not only have I been staying in touch with nature, but also I was
discussing all things nature-related – environment, social responsibility, and corporations. The discussions might have
been academic, but the ensuing experience was very much concrete. And what about you? What green or social
issues have recently stirred your imagination?
On the slopes of the Swiss Alps, you will literally ﬁnd tens of
thousands of dairy cows of all breeds. While staying around Engelberg,
I met Ully who immediately declared that “No matter which breed
you will come upon – Brown Swiss, Pinzgauer, Fleckvieh, or
Simmental – they produce unmatched high-quality milk”. Ully is a
farmer, or rather a businessman, responsible not only for his farmstead
and local tourist organisation over which he presides, but also for an
agritourist economic chamber and a cable car. In fact, all these
activities are interrelated and show that this approach can be highly
beneﬁcial for tourism.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
As meetings are my main ﬁeld of interest, we started talking about
business trips, with Ully admitting that incentive travel participants
from the Netherlands comprise as many as 40% of his clients. My ﬁrst
thought was that ‘incentive’ tends to be automatically associated with
‘luxury’. Still, both the Incentive Research Foundation (IRF) and the
Society for Incentive Travel Excellence (SITE) have been emphasising
the incentive travel market’s evolution (their latest web articles are on
the list of essential reading on this subject matter).
But let us go back to the regional gasthaus (inn) somewhere 2,100
metres above sea level. 80 beds in ﬁve rooms and a kitchen enable Ully
to focus his operations on the MICE sector. That is not all though - he
clearly puts nature ﬁrst, from using local foods only through close
contact with nature and physical activity (mountain hiking) to having
guests assist him with chores and still have a great time.
The term ‘environment’ plays a crucial role here, with emphasis on
local environment deﬁned as ambience created by the hosts. We had
a long talk about the various processes Ully managed to implement as
part of daily cooperation with local suppliers, but also with
competitors. Environment thus became the mantra of his operations,

the offer he prepares, and his daily routine. I was lucky to experience
it during mealtimes, which acted as a chance to pause, reﬂect, and
immerse yourself in the surrounding environment.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Travelling and becoming a more responsible traveller is in direct
proportion to our ‘green’ events. The idea for this part of the
“INSPIRATIONS” section was born somewhere on the Alif Alif Atoll
of the Maldives, where plastic, disposable bags, and other ‘treasures’
of the twenty-ﬁrst century were unknown only several decades ago.
While they continue to be somewhat out-of-sync with the islands’
landscape, they have become a permanent feature of the culture,
environment, and daily life of the local population. After all, tuna is
one of the essential ingredients in many Maldivian dishes. Served with
local ﬂatbread and a mixture of spices, they showcase all ﬂavours of life
based on magniﬁcent scenery and determined by weather and
unpredictable ocean currents. But what does it have to do with
responsibility or social responsibility? A lot, as it quickly became quite
obvious. This connection is also what I will remember very clearly.
The meeting I was attending was supposed to start on Tuesday.
Guests, accompanying persons, and local authorities were planning
to arrive between Saturday and Tuesday. As it turned out, the wet
season did not prevent local operators of boats and other vessels from
predicting the weather and matching their routes to circumstances.
However, this does not change the fact that instead of arriving within
18 hours, meeting participants were forced to reschedule, rearrange,
and select different travel options, all while waiting for the weather to
change for the better. Still, we were supposed to discuss social
responsibility… The conference eventually featured a whole
educational path dedicated to the subject matter. Its authors presented
the outcome of their projects, convincing the audience that paying
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attention to all responsible activities is the right thing to do. We
discussed how to identify potential threats and deliberated on the
advancement of research focused on projects dealing with social
behaviour. Interesting ﬁnds were shared on social disparities and
different concepts in different parts of the world. After all, the concept
of social responsibility refers to both global and local behaviour. While
the ‘green events’ boom evolved and inspired many discussions, at the
end it did not fully help us tackle this issue.
Over the past decade I had the pleasure to propagate social
responsibility in business tourism, showcase related threats,
reinforce its position, and emphasise good practices. Having hosted
responsibility-centred discussions with training participants
hailing from ﬁve continents, I recognised major differences in how
we perceive both society and responsibility. Importantly, this
subject matter in the meetings industry is raised by Green
Meetings Industry Council (GMIC), among other institutions, and
numerous certiﬁcations that, when appropriately implemented,
help showcase the genuine potential of joint efforts.
The discussed meeting culminated in a presentation of regional
goods, celebrations with residents, and a decision to continue socially
responsible projects - both those intended to reduce plastic use and
those aimed at responsible tourism.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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The corporate approach to various issues in our industry usually
does not create overly positive associations. Recently, however,
discussions on protocols, the approach to sustainable management,
and business travel requirements have considerably evolved and
adapted to post-COVID expectations. And yet, we tend to think of
corporate governance as of something well-managed that points out
a consistent course of action and noteworthy concepts. After all, we
are changing our local reality, placing more emphasis on the
generation of tomorrow, and implementing decisions related to
ﬂexibility and responsibility. On the one hand, we often bring up
the topic of showing your true colours in politics, business, and
science. On the other hand, we draw attention to challenging
business relationships in uncertain and highly competitive times.
Threats of tomorrow motivate us to try our best to beneﬁt more and
give more in return, taking deliberate safety measures. Governance
makes you think of putting something in order, and the meetings
industry has on numerous occasions demonstrated its familiarity
with this phenomenon. By developing numerous guidelines and
regulations, we get back to the original strength thanks to which
meetings dominate the world and reinforce the need to hold global
and local discussions.
In recent years chained-brand hotels have been suggesting
development directions and global events agencies have been
exploring the hybrid character of their operations, simultaneously
monitoring a market ﬁlled with questions and uncertainty. We have

adapted to the current reality where meetings are staged, lead times
are increasingly shorter, and hesitant clients still expect the delivered
product to be distinguished by a well-ordered and systematic
character combined with the ‘wow’ effect. Makes you wonder how
long the industry will survive, considering the kind of ‘governance’
it must deal with.

CUSTOMIZED ESG
‘Our life, our responsibility’ is a straightforward motto that it is easy
to implement. This is especially true now that events, conferences
and… challenges are all making a strong comeback. It is entirely up
to us if our convictions, the environment, or a local trend inspires our
decisions. After all, we do not have to adapt in every aspect. Most of
all we are dependent on our own choices.
More sustainable choices should bring long-awaited effects that
reﬂect our desires and pursued goals and that reinforce the need to
operate. We choose between packed schedules and corporate
agreements. We are in the process of making decisions about the next
10-12 months of our business.
ESG factors include philosophies and trends that acknowledge
both trivial and seminal issues. I believe that by customizing needs,
matching them to local conditions, and taking global trends into
account we will balance the fast-paced and twist-heavy reality of 2022.
I suggest combining your philosophy with a smile, aromatic coffee,
and customized ESG preferences. After all, ‘Grüezi’ is the SwissGerman way of expressing a smile, greeting someone, and assuming
self-responsibility. While it might be a challenge to be responsible, is
it not exactly the thing that we are looking for in our hectic everyday
reality?
 Krzysztof Celuch
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